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Company Biography 

Probe Metals Inc is focused on exploring and developing significant gold projects in 
Quebec, Canada, known as one of the most attractive mining investment districts 
globally. Probe Metals, over the years, has acquired one of the most extensive land 
packages in Val-d'Or (~344 km2), a recognised Canadian mining district with well-
developed infrastructure and logistical support. Probe Metals flagship Val-D'Or East 
project contains a measured and indicated resource of 14.6Mt at a grade of 1.85 g/t Au 
for 866.3Koz, an inferred resource of 37.9 Mt at a grade of 1.96 g/t Au for 2.39 Moz, and 
numerous newly discovered mineralised zones with no resource estimate yet. 
Additionally, Probe Metals has now acquired a massive land package in the Detour Lake 
area, proximal to the Detour Lake Mine and Wallbridge Mining Company Ltd's Fenelon 
project.   

Company Update 

• The news: Probe Metals continues to intersect high-grade gold (Au), including 5.3 
grams/tonne (g/t) Au over 18.7 metres, on the Monique Property, Val-d'Or East Project. 
The first results from the 2021 drill program on the Monique property returned impressive 
grades and thicknesses. M Zone expansion drilling returned 5.4 g/t Au over 18.7 metres, 
4.5 g/t Au over 13.6 metres, and 3.8 g/t Au over 4.0 metres 750 metres southeast of the 
Former Monique open-pit mine, between surface and 275 metres depth. B Zone infill 
drilling returned 4.8 g/t Au over 19.1 metres, 9.6 g/t Au over 5.7 metres, and 2.1 g/t Au 
over 8.0 metres, located 700 metres southeast of the Former Monique open-pit, between 
surface and 275 metres vertical depth. Two drills are active on the Monique property 
30,000-metre drill program, and 15,000 metres have been completed to date. 
 
• Monique is outperforming: Drilling at the Monique deposit is substantially improving 
and growing the deposit. As of the 2019 NI 43-101 technical report, the Monique property 
hosted an inferred mineral resource of 9.1 million tonnes (Mt) at a grade of 2.25 g/t Au for 
a total of 661,4000 ounces of gold. Evident from these most recent results and reviewing 
the technical report, the B zone infill drilling is intercepting shallow and higher than 
anticipated gold grades, which could lead to an increase in the resource grade (Fig. 1, 
Fig. 2). Also, Probe continues to expand the mineralisation at Monique, specifically at the 
M Zone, intersecting impressive intervals like 5.4 g/t Au over 18.7 metres and 3.5 g/t Au 
over 13.6 metres between 300 and 400 metres depths, potentially adding further 
resources. Intercepts like this highlight the possibility of a follow-up underground mining 
operation that would come after the open-pit operation. The company is still drilling at 
Monique and has assays outstanding, so I suspect some more assays to come shortly. 
Probe further announced that the updated resource estimate from the 2020 drill program 
is expected 2021Q2, and the preliminary economic assessment is expected in 2021Q3. I 
don't expect any of these new Monique results to be included in that resource. Still, it 
should be an impressive update regardless, and the PEA is a very important first look 
into the project's economics. In my opinion, Probe Metals large land package, large 

INVESTMENT HIGHTLIGHTS 
 

Stock Info 
Closing Price (C$/sh)                       $1.59 
Rating                                        SPECBUY 
Target ($C/sh)                         $2.00 - 2.25 
Return to Target                       26% - 42% 
Coverage Initation (C$/sh)               $0.96 
Coverage Initiation Date         2019-12-11 
Return to Date                                    66% 
52-wk Low/High (C$/sh)       $0.54 / $1.95 
 

 

Source: RBC Investors Edge 
 

Capitalisation 
Shares Out (basic) (M)                130.22 
Market Capitalisation (C$M           204.50 
Working Capital  (C$M)                 ~ 30.00 
 

Valuation 
Total Assumed in-situ Au (Moz)       1.75 
Project NAV (C$M)                         625.26 
Corporate NAV (C$M)                      44.42 
Discount Company NAV (C$M)     334.84                                                     
 
 
Major Shareholders 
Newmont Goldcorp (12%), Caisse de 
depot (5%), Van Eck Associateds 
Corporation (3.7%),  Management and 
Directors (>6%), Other (10.3%), Retail 
(63%) 
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MONIQUE KEEPS DELIVERING! 
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resource size, and proximity to transport and mining infrastructure make it a very attractive acquisition 
target. The Val-d'Or district has excess milling and processing capacity, and the major producers in the area 
have been acquiring the smaller exploration companies; most recently, Eldorado Gold acquired QMX for 
CAD$130 million. QMX's 2021 interim resource produced a combined indicated and inferred, open-pit and 
underground resource of 687,900 gold ounces, meaning they were acquired for approximately CAD$189/oz. 
Using the terms of the QMX acquisition and applying it to Probe Metals implies a valuation for the Val-d'Or 
East Project of CAD$615 million.  

 

Fig. 1: A plan-view 
map of the Monique 
deposit area, the 
historic open pit, and 
the extent of the 
current 2019 resource 
estimate. Evident from 
this image is that the 
expansion drilling is 
intersecting new 
mineralisation outside 
of the current resource 
block model. Infill 
drilling is also 
upgrading the grade in 
the B zone discussed 
and demonstrated in 
Fig. 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: A plan-view map of the Monique deposit and the details of the 2019 resource block model. The blue circle is 
the approximate location of the infill drilling and demonstrates an approximate grade of 1 to 3 g/t Au, but new infill 
drilling is hitting intercepts greater than 4 g/t Au. Everything else staying consistent, increasing grade during the infill 
drilling phase, can increase the resources and ounces of gold.  
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Glossary 
• Initiating Coverage = author's first publication on a specific company where they introduce readers to this company and begin their coverage 
• Update = an authors follow-up publication on a company after the author has already initiated his coverage.   
• (M) = one million 
• ($C/sh) = Canadian dollars per share 
• (C$M) = one million Canadian dollars 
• USD$ = American dollars 
• CAD$ = Canadian dollars 
• Mt = million tonnes  
• Mlbs = million pounds 
• Moz = million ounces 
• /oz = per ounce 
• g/t = grams per tonne 
• Au = gold 
• Ag = silver 
• Cu = copper 
• CuEq = copper equivalent, converts all metals present into copper using grades x metal recovery 
• Stock Info = metrics related to a company's current share price, trading range and includes either a Buy, Sell or Spec Buy rating and a target price 
• Spec Buy = a rating with a lower level of confidence than a "Buy" rating, implying more risk 
• Buy = a rating with a higher level of confidence than a "Spec Buy" rating, implying less risk 
• Sell = a rating that recommends selling a stock at the listed share price 
• Halt = author is temporarily terminating his coverage on the company for the foreseeable future. 
• Target (C$/sh) = the author's 1-year target, or target range, for a fair value share price, based on the authors own valuation metrics. A target is subject to the 

author's opinion, and a share price may never achieve the target price 
• Shares Out = the number of basic common shares issued (non-diluted) at the time of publication.  
• Capitalisation = current share structure and capitalisation of the company at the last close before publication  
• Valuation = the valuation includes calculating a company's assets and financial position using the author's valuation metrics. Valuation calculations may 

consist of assumptions and estimates on the potential for resource expansion, exploration, foreign exchange rates and financing activities. Includes 
estimated/assumed addition of shares based on financing or warrants exercised within the 1-yr target horizon  

• Major Shareholders = details the principal and significant shareholders of the company. Retail refers to the shares that are not closely held by institutional 
funds or management, and other refers to a large number of shares held in smaller quantities by larger investors, but not funds  

• NI 43-101 = is the legal standard for Canadian mineral resource disclosures and publishing of information.   
• Types of Resources = An inferred mineral resource is the part of a mineral resource for which quantity, grade and mineral content can be estimated with a 

low level of confidence. Indicated resources are economic mineral occurrences sampled to a point where an estimate has been made at a reasonable level of 
confidence. Measured resources are indicated resource that has undergone enough further sampling that a 'competent person' defined by the norms of the 
relevant mining code has declared them to be an acceptable estimate at a high degree of confidence. Proven reserves are the economically mineable part of 
a measured resource for which at least a preliminary feasibility study demonstrates that, at the time of reporting, economical extraction could be reasonably 
justified with a high degree of confidence. Probable reserves are the economically mineable part of a measured and indicated resource for which at least a 
preliminary feasibility study demonstrates that, at the time of reporting, economical extraction could be reasonably justified with a degree of confidence lower 
than that applying to proven reserves.  
 

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice 
For R.I.G. Resource Investment Group Client Use Only. It is intended only to present factual information, information available from public sources, and express R.I.G. Resource Investment 
Group and the author's opinion. Sales commentary is not legal, financial advice. Not to be distributed into the United States. This communication, including any attachment(s), is confidential 
and has been prepared by the members of the R.I.G. Resource Investment Group, an investment commentary firm, and, as such, should not be considered by any other party as a basis for 
that other party to come to any conclusions about the company(ies) cited in this document, or to make investment decisions. These communication contents are based on issuer-specific 
analysis and news, market events, and general internal discussion. The author(s) of this communication is not a Research Analyst or a certified financial advisor, and this communication in 
no way constitutes legal, financial or investment advice. The commentary and any attachments and opinions expressed herein are solely those of the individual author(s), except where the 
author expressly states them to be R.I.G. Resource Investment Group's opinions. The author(s) of this communication does not have actual, implied or apparent authority to act on behalf of 
any issuer discussed. The author(s) may provide short-term trading views or ideas on issuers, securities, commodities, currencies or other financial instruments. Still, investors should not 
expect continuing analysis, opinions or discussion relating to any referenced issuers and/or securities. R.I.G. Resource Investment Group and the author(s) do not undertake and expressly 
disclaim any obligation to update or revise any views, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. None of the author(s), R.I.G. Resource Investment Group, its 
affiliated companies or any other person accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or relating to any use of the information contained in this note. 
R.I.G. Resource Investment Group, its affiliates and their respective employees, may engage in trading strategies or hold positions in the issuers, securities, commodities, currencies or 
other financial instruments discussed in this communication and may abandon such trading strategies or unwind such positions at any time without notice. The information contained in this 
commentary has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable. However, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by R.I.G. Resource Investment Group, its 
affiliated companies, the author(s) or any other person regarding its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. R.I.G. Resource Investment Group shall not be responsible for any 
trading decisions, damages or losses resulting from, or related to, analyses or opinions or their use. R.I.G. Resource Investment Group opinions expressed are as of the date written and are 
subject to change without notice. R.I.G. Resource Investment Group provides information solely for informational purposes and therefore are not an offer to buy or sell a security; and are not 
warranted to be correct, complete or accurate. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised, or to any person to 
whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. This material is prepared for general advice and circulation to clients and does not regard the investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs of any person. Clients should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an investment decision. Any dissemination, 
redistribution, copying or other use of this message or the market commentary contained herein by any recipient is unauthorised. If you received this email in error, please advise the sender 
(by return email or otherwise) immediately and please delete this message and any attachments from your system. 


